CASE STUDY

IDEAL FOR FAMILIES

Like many families in the UK life can become busy with work, school
runs, family activities and hobbies. When the weekend comes around
we want to enjoy our free time rather than be maintaining our gardens.
Whether you like to just relax, run about or play
with your pets in your garden an even lawn is
an important feature. If you’re a parent or pet
owner, you’ll know that children and animals
don’t mix well with pristine lawns. The wear and
tear that they cause can easily make your grass
yellow and patchy and unusable. Trampolines
and play equipment can leave areas shadowed
eventually killing off the grass in large patches.

is definitely the right choice for you. Enjoy
watching the family have fun in the fresh air
without the aftermath of a patchy, worn lawn!

Transforming the garden

As artificial grass doesn’t need sunlight to make
it look green and fresh, it’s the perfect choice
for homes that don’t sit in sunlight throughout
the day. Whether your garden gets ten minutes
or ten hours of sunshine, your lawn will
continue to look good all year round and for
years to come. Previously unused corners can
be transformed into play areas or seating areas.
Artificial grass can also help the 10 million
Brits who suffer from symptoms of hay fever
each year. Around 95% of sufferers are allergic
to grass pollen so an artificial alternative can
help alleviate allergies and let you enjoy being
outside in the fresh air without suffering from
the symptoms of hayfever.

Patchy, uneven gardens not only look unsightly
but can make dangerous areas for young
children to play in. Once the existing lawn is
removed a consolidated base is installed for
perfect drainage. No more muddy puddles to
be trampled back into the house.
With very little maintenance needed time can
be spent enjoying the outside space.

Artificial Grass and families

If you’re the sort of person who likes to use
their garden to host summer BBQs and other
social events, but who doesn’t really like
maintaining it, tough and durable artificial grass

Young children can benefit from an extra
playroom outside with a clean environment to
play and discover the outdoors. Older children
can play sports without sliding in mud patches
in front of a goal and ruining the lawn.
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